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    Trumped 
  The only valid political system is one 

that can handle an imbecile in 
power without suffering from it.

Nicholas Taleb

A WELL-KNOWN AMERICAN COMIC 
once remarked, “We are facing a crossroad. 
One road leads to despair and utter hope-
lessness, and the other to total extinction … 
I sincerely hope we choose the right road.”
   He was speaking to a college graduating 
class, but he might well have been echoing 
the thoughts of Americans on their way to 
the polls in the 2016 presidential election.
   With about 170 million citizens eligible to 
run for the presidency, apparently the best 
the nation could come up with was a 
business mogul/ex-reality TV star, and a 
corrupt, widely-despised former First Lady 
and Secretary of State with enough political 
baggage to fill several airport carousels.
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   According to insiders, Donald Trump had 
decided to run for the presidency on a lark, 
hoping to boost his flagging fame and fortune. 
But he was immodest, indiscreet, vulgar, 
and most of all, endlessly entertaining—
attributes which earned him massive media 
coverage throughout both the primaries and 
the long, bitter general election campaign. 
   Meanwhile, Hillary Clinton struggled to 
produce a coherent platform and ended up 
running mainly as a woman and ‘not Trump.’   
   Underestimating the depth of voter disgust 
with the entrenched political establishment, 
political pundits and polls grossly misread 
the prevailing political climate, and by the 
late evening of November 8, it had become 
clear to virtually everyone—except, perhaps, 
Hillary Clinton—that Trump had captured 
a decisive victory in the electoral college, 
despite narrowly losing the popular vote.



   Conceding the election the following day, 
Clinton was at no loss to explain how she 
could have squandered a one time 14% 
polling lead and been defeated by a man 
who she had claimed garnered support only 
from an assortment of malcontents—voters 
she had, in fact, dismissed just two months 
earlier as a ‘basket of deplorables.’
  In the months following—most notably, in 
her 2017 autobiographical apologia What 
Happened—Clinton blamed her loss on 
everything from the nation’s endemic racism, 
misogyny and xenophobia, to the Electoral 
College, social media, voter suppression, 
bad polling, and Green candidate Jill Stein.      
(Not to mention FBI director James Comey, 
who had the audacity to reopen his investi-
gation into Clinton’s illegal use of a private 
mail server shortly before the election.) 
   In other words, Hillary lost the election 
because of pretty much anything and 
everything—except, of course,  Hillary.
   As it turned out, Trump’s single term in 
office was disappointing even to his own 
supporters, especially those expecting him 
to ‘drain the swamp’ by taking a wrecking 
ball to the established political order.
   Like many former presidents who lacked 
strong popular support at home, most of 
Trump’s ‘successes’ were in foreign policy, 
among them withdrawing from the Paris 
Climate Change accords, instituting stiff  
tariffs against China and other trading 
partners, and a conditional agreement to 
withdraw U.S. troops from Afghanistan.
   One Clinton excuse for her election loss 
dogged Trump throughout virtually his 
entire presidency: repeated accusations that 
interference by Russian agents of Vladimir 
Putin—assisted by Democratic Party emails 
leaked by Julian Assange’s WikiLeaks—had 
sabotaged her candidacy in 2016.   

   Despite ‘RussiaGate’ eventually proving 
to be mostly a hoax, these and other charges 
contributed to Trump being impeached twice 
by Congress (although he was subsequently 
acquitted in both instances by the Senate).
   Despite failing to convince investigators 
that Russia interfered in the 2016 election, 
Clinton couldn’t help meddling herself in 
the 2020 primary campaign, slandering 
antiwar candidate Tulsi Gabbard as a “Putin 
asset” and attacking Bernie Sanders—who 
arguably, was at one point the front runner. 
   Ironically, according to a former Democratic 
National Committee chairwoman, Sanders’s 
own 2016 presidential campaign had been 
sabotaged by Clinton’s secret mechanizations 
with Party insiders. (Once again exhibiting 
astounding obliviousness to how most of the 
country, in fact, perceived her, Clinton 
opined of Sanders, “Nobody likes him.”)
   Clinton’s persistent attempts to interfere in 
the democratic process eventually prompted 
one exasperated journalist to advise Hillary 
to “shut the fuck up and go away already.” 
   This time around, ‘anybody but Trump’ 
prevailed, after still powerful ex-president 
Barack Obama strong-armed the remaining 
field of hopefuls into supporting his former 
Vice President, Joe Biden. (Obama was 
rumored to have also hand-picked Biden’s 
unpopular running mate, Kamala Harris.)
   The near-octogenarian Biden was already 
exhibiting declining mental acuity during 
his abbreviated campaign—often using the 
ongoing Covid pandemic as an excuse to 
remain largely hidden in his basement. 
   After handily defeating Trump in a largely 
mail-in election tainted by multiple charges 
of massive voter fraud, Biden’s ineffectual 
presidency was last seen shaping up to 
potentially result in the ‘Rematch of the 
Century’: Trump vs. Clinton, in 2024. ◾


